midlands

All you need
within
reach
Modern lakeside holiday homes, plus great fishing!
Elmhirst Lakes,
Elmhirst Lane,
Horncastle, Lincs,
LN9 5LU

E

lmhirst Lakes is a
beautiful and peaceful
holiday retreat, ideal for
anglers and non-anglers
seeking a relaxing break
within an easy walk of the small
market town of Horncastle and
its inns and cafés.
On site are three coarse ponds
and a specimen lake holding
carp to 30lb, roach to 3lb and a
host of other species for a few
surprises during your session.
The fishing is superb, and you
can find the same quality in the
accommodation on offer. The
range of static caravans and
lodges all offer TV/DVD, fridge
and microwave, and some have

en suite facilities to the main
bedroom. All are beside the
main lake, with superb views
over the water. All the
accomodation is carefully
cleaned prior to your arrival, so
you’ll feel at home from the
start. Parking is directly next to
your accommodation, so long
walks are not an issue.
When you’re not relaxing in
your comfortable static home
you’ll be getting down to some

rod-bending action across four
idyllic waters. All have mixed
stocks and you can catch plenty
of big roach, tench, bream and
crucians by fishing maggots on
the pole or waggler over a little
groundbait in the margins.
Alternatively, you can mount a
specimen-style attack for the
carp with boilies and pellets and
simply sit back and relax, taking
in the surroundings… at least
until your alarm screams off!

“On site are three coarse ponds and a specimen lake holding
carp to 30lb, roach to 3lb and a host of other species”

peaceful
adult-only
retreat
perfect for
couples
Species

ROACH

tench

bream

carp

crucians

Prices: Accommodation £410-£510,
inclusive for 2 people
Contact: 01507 527533 or visit
www. elmhirstlakes.co.uk
Location: Elmhirst Lakes, Elmhirst
Road, Horncastle, Lincolnshire,
LN9 5LU
Rules: Barbless hooks only, no
keepnets, no dogs, no fires, no
groups, no keepnets. No day
tickets. Adults only.
Facilities: Parking, modern
caravans and lodges, toilets,
shower and cooking facilities,
entertainment

